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spring and the
asuc elections
By Dennis Spain, Vice-President, ASUCSF
Once again, Spring has returned to the San Francisco Medical Center and this May, along with
the fog, the ASUC campus-wide government will
present its usual Spring Elections. The ASUC
elections which are also held in the Spring, in that
they provide for the officers for the overall campus. It is perhaps the only truly interdisciplinary
activity that the campus has to offer.
This event provides for the elections of the campus-wide President and Vice President as well as
individual school commissioners who serve in the
task-oriented Commissions of the ASUC. The
commissioners are elected one from each of five
areas; the School of Medicine, School of Dentistry, School of Pharmacy, School of Nursing and
from the Graduate Nursing Organization. One
Commissioner is chosen from each of the five
above groups to sit on one of the seven commissions of the ASUC. This provides for seven individual students from each school to represent that
school to the ASUC central government.
The commissions of the ASUC are divided into
interest areas. These include: Publications, Teacher and Curriculum Evaluation, Internal Affairs,
Interschool Affairs, Student Affairs, Community
Health, and Academic Senate and Regental Af-

fairs. Each ofthese commissions is responsible for
the subject area to which it is assigned. Its scope
and activities are limited to that area and the responsibilities of the commissioners is also limited
to that area. In addition, the ASUC also has an
Assembly to which an elected commissioner could
be assigned to sit to represent his commission to
the entire campus.
Petitions are now available in the ASUC office,
Room 249 Millberry Union for the ASUC offices. These petitions require only twenty-five signatures for a candidate for the office of President
or Vice President and they require only ten signatures for each of the thirty-five vacancies of the
seven commissions.
All students from the campus are encouraged to
get a petition and to enter in the campaign for
these elected representatives. There are no qualifications for the above positions. Only a willingness
and an interest to help in improving the situation
of the students on this campus is necessary. Only
by participation does the student have the right to
claim a voice in his own governance and in the
control and operation ofthe University.

April peace fast to be focused on campuses
The Vietnam Moratorium Committee has announced endorsements of a Peace Fast on April
13-15 which will be largely focused on college and
university campuses. The endorsements include
more than 212 student body presidents and campus newspaper editors along with prominent
Americans, such as Julian Bond. JRamsey Clark.
Jane Fonda, Rabbi Abraham J. Heschel, Senator
Harold Hughes, Mayor John Lindsay, and Senator Eugene McCarthy.
David Hawk, a co-coordinator of the Vietnam
Moratorium Committee, explained the purpose of
the Fast: "wE WILL FAST FOR PEACE DURING April 13-15 for two reasons. The first is to
demonstrate our moral oDDOsition to the continu-

ing and expanding war. The second reason is directly related to the April 15th Tax Payer Rallies.
Because the government spends $201 million a
day on war and the weapons of war, we are asking people not to eat for three days and to send
the money saved while not eating to aid the victims of the war. Proceeds from the Peace Fast
Fund will go to the American Friends Service
Committee Vietnam Relief Program, the National Welfare Rights Organization, and the United
Farm Workers of America. The Fast represents
our commitment to improve the quality of our
common life and to allciate human suffering."
Mr. Hawk indicated that the Fast will focus on
campuses and among groups of religious people.

He explained that many students were making
arrangements with university food services to turn
over money saved by not eating to the Moratorium for distribution to the Vietnam relief agency
and poverty groups. He also mentioned that fasting students in some places intended to come to
dining halls at meal times to dramatize the Fast.
If you have any questions or need information,
please contact the San Francisco regional office:

Liz Cremens and Greg Movsesyan
1260 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94115
(415)567-2598
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The enclosed resolution is submitted for your
attention and is based upon an article which appeared in the Chronicle April 6, 1970. We think
that this matter is of sufficient import and of such
consequences that you may wish to take further
action.

..

We react with shock, disbelief, and disgust to
President Nixon's proposal to the Department of
H.E.W. involving study of Doctor Arnold Hut-

schnecker's plan.
Dr. Hutschnecker's proposal includes:
"1) 'the determination of criminal tendencies of
using such tests as the
children 6-8 ye<»rs old
Research
.'
2)'. to prevent a child with a delinquent character structure from being allowed to grow into a
full-fledged teen-age delinquent or adult criminal.'
3) 'that high school and college students should
be obliged to undergo psychological testing
(for) the purpose of weeding out psychopathic
personalities before they reach positions of power.'
.
a kind of mental health certificate
4) '.
required of all young people as prerequisite for
any job of political responsibility.'
which I
5) 'the use of Pavlovian methods
have seen effectively used in the Soviet Union (to
accomplish these ends)'
to establish camps
for the severely
6)
disturbed
(from S.F. Chronicle — April 6, 1970
We object to the establishment of a politically legitimized professional elite that will have the power
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.
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re-ordering of priorities
Gentlemen:
FOR SEVERAL YEARS I have been viewing
the parking structure on this campus as a user.
For the past six months I have attempted to
look into some of the problems that have affected me and this letter is the result. Last year
parking fees took a substantial jump on this
campus. The justification for this increase as
reprted by Mr. Clarence Ginther, Ssistant Business Manager, Parking Operations was to finance the construction of the parking facility
soon to be opened with the completion of the
new clinics building. This sounds like a necessary expense, but lets look into the issue a bit
more. During the rein of President Kerr, it was
decided that all monies collected from parking
facilities throughout the University system
would be given to a statewide parking fund.
This fund would be re-distributed to campuses for the building and maintenance of future
parking structures based on campus population,
need, addition of new office space etc. With the
increase of $12.00 that the employee has had to
pay this year, it seems that he is caught in the
same financial mis-management that was reported regarding student housing rent increases
Synapse last week. It boils down
that the present decal holder is paying for his
day-to-day parking place in the present structure and is also paying for the future parking
structure. Since one normally drives only one
car to work it seems strange to charge him for
one of which doesn't
two parking places
even exist.
Last year the campus fathers decided that
some sort of "incoming" plastic card activated
system was necessary in the garage. As is the
case with any implementation of an automated
system, several members of the garage staff
found themselves without jobs, but to give credit when it is due, it must be noted that with the
help of Personnel, positions were found for
those two individuals. Other problems that resulted from the new system did not fare as
well. Theft rates within the garage ro
alarming rate, une 01 me most popular victims
was the VW bug with the spare tire located in
the front of the vehicle.
In speaking to several members of the police
department and parking staff as well, the
comment was made that the increase in thefts
could be directly linked to the loss of the two
above mentioned oersonnel. It seems that they

..

.

•

Dear Editor:
PROJECT CONCERN is planning a WALK
FOR MANKIND on Saturday, May 2. I think
our Campus will be interested in this exciting
involvement of concern for the 200,000 ill and
often starving children and adults who visit
Project Concern's six clinics and three small
hospitals in Tijuana, Hong Kong, South Vietnam
and Tennessee.
Between 5:00 and 9:00 AM on Saturday, May
2, walkers will begin the scenic 22 mile walk at
the entrance of Golden Gate Park. Walkers solicit sponsors prior to the walk. Sponsors promise to pay them so much a mile to raise funds
for Project Concern's international activities.
Ideally, the walkers will have a large number
of sponsors. There will be checkpoints every
mile where the walker has his card validated.
He can drop out after a checkpoint or continue
to meet the challenge of 22 miles.
WE HAVE HAD several successful walks.
For example, in Santa Rosa 450 walkers raised
$12,000. In Honolulu 700 walkers raised $10,000
and in San Diego last month 3,000 persons
walked.
Students and the staff of the Medical Center
are encouraged to walk or to sponsor walkers.
Others may wish to help by volunteering their
professional services at first aid stations. Further information is available in S-475.
Sincerely,
Peter DabJer

•

Respectfully submitted,
Linda Chafetz, R.N., M.S., Doctoral Student
Dorothy Franklin, R.N., M.S., Post-Master's
Student
Olga Keesling, R.N., M.S., Post-Master's Student
Diane Krantz, R.N., M.S., Post-Master's Student
Mary Lesoganich, R.N., M.S., Post-Master's
Student
Dorothy Rinehart, R.N., M. Ed., Post-Master's
Student
Vinnie Teramoto, R.N., M.S., Post-Master's Student

Barbara Tescher, R.N., M.S., D.N.S. Student

would rove the garage floors at random, which
was commonly known. As the problen
was decided that since no one was seen rolling
tires out the gate on Irving or on Parnassus,
cars and/or trucks must be coming in the exit
on Irving (since it had no gate set up.) Low and
behold a gate was put,in, but from this two
problems arose. First, none of the little spikes
which prevent entrance of a car going the
wrong way were put in place and secondly, the
gate was "never" closed. The answer from
parking personnel was that it was costing $60.00
a month to keep that gate in "working order",
and they added, "... it never seemed to work

.

MY THIRD AND FINAL item is one that
should interest employee and visi
Apparently over time, small cracks have hecc:
me common in tie ceiling of the 2nd flor
the
area
directly
the parking structure. This is
under the outside parking area. As it rains and
water collects on the outside area, moisture
seeps down through the ceiling and on to the
car's parked below. Now, under normal circumstances this might not sound too bad, except
that in pouring ceilings, quick lye is used to
quicken the hardening process. As the water
seeps through these cracks it releases the quick
lye which appears on the cars as a chalky white
substance. This white dust will immediately eat
after a day it will continue its
into the wax
destructive work into the finish of the car and
eventually will eat into the paint. It is interesting to walk through the 2nd floor of the garage
and notice the number of cars with the stains
already firmly imbedded into the finish, and to
look up and see the stalactities hanging from
the ceiling.
The real twist to this tale is as follows. Having some experiences with quick ly
cement, and noticing that my car had some on
it, I approached the parking personnel, asking
them what the story was, and what I could do.
They replied that I had better get the stuff off
quickly or it would permanently damage my
car. Wishing some more information I walked
into the office of the Parking Supervisor and
asked his office staff what I should do. Their
response was one of utter dismay and disbelief
who
and they referred me to Mr. Ginther
wasn't in the office at that time. Several days
later I ran across him and the conversation,
(though paraphrased), was as follows:
Ginther: Yes, I know about that... you had
better get it off right away.

.

.

.
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We see the proposed plan as a totalitarian form
ofthought control which is repugnant to those
committed to the basic principles of democracy.
It impinges on individual freedom and the right to
self-determination and violates constitutional
rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
The plan ignores or denies the healthy aspects of
children and would segregate them on the basis of
preconceived ideas about the nature of criminality. It will sacrifice the individual to the group and
will further sacrifice already oppressed groups to
the present dominant segment of society.

RESOLUTION

.

walk for mankind

judge who is mentally fit or unfit to experience
the full rights of citizenship.
We object to both the concept and the process,
and to personal or professional involvement in
any such program.
Dr. Hutschnecker's plan attacks the symptoms
rather than the underlying problems by not addressing itself to environmental factors, influences
and institutions.
to

reaction to nixon's proposal

. . .. .

..
.. .

Me: It won't wash off
you had better get
Ginther: Yes, I know
compound
some rubbing
Me: How long has this been going on
Ginther: For some time now. It will cost
$60,000 to repair and we can't get the money
and you continue to let cars park in
Mr:

.

...
going on ... ?

.

.

there, without even letting them know what's

...

Ginther: Yes
Me: Yes. .???

crumbles.

MY OBJECTION 1 snot with the physical
condition of the garage. Buildings do wear as
time goes on, and after all, since we seem to be
contributing monies to the statewide fund I am
sure that we are in a position to get repairs.
But even if we were not, this is yet (in my estimation), another example of the University not
caring one darn bit about the people it serves.
It might be of interest to point out that the secsecond floor parking serves not only people who
have paid $144.00 for a decal, but is also for private parking.
Here we make banner headlines about our
our interest in
interest in the community
letting the community know how much we are
doing for them, and yet if one digs a little deeper all that we are doing is trying to line our
pockets with money, keep our statistics up, and
build new structures. Here, as in the general
run of things, a re-ordering of priorities is not
the present priorities must
only necessary
be subjected to a little more investigation.

...

...

Sincerely,

Hugh H. Toland
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asuc food supplement program
Realities and Hopes

ing knowledge of basic nutrition so that even when they
become independent from
the food supplement program they will still be able
to offer their children a better quality of life. Jn order
for these hopes to become
realities, the communities
need the aid of students and
staff from the medical center.

By Herb Brosbe

The ASUC Food Supplement Program is now a reality. Through the efforts of
the first year medical students over eleven thousand
dollars was raised to launch
the program. With this in
mind, the United States Department of Agriculture decided that sufficient interest
You do not have to be a
in the program existed to dietic intern to help. The
warrant its establishment. community nutritionists can
Moreover,
train you so that you, in turn,
representatives
from the medical center and can teach others. The comthe communities planning to munities: are especially lookinitiate the food supplement ing for bilingual aides, since
program were able to conmany of the recipients come
vince the government of- from Latin or Chinese culficials that additional funds tures. Some of the recipients
could be raised once the will be Black and have learnworth of the program had
UMiiuiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiin
been proven.
Therefore, the full allotment of food (worth 1.5 million dollars) will remain for
use in San Francisco. In
addition many companies
have donated trucks and men
to be used for food distribution so that the cost of feeding a child for a year has
dropped to eight dollars.

Ed, from experience, to be
suspicious of "government
programs."

It would lessen their fears
to see fellow Blacks involved
in the program. A commitment to the food supplement
program would probably entail 2 hours a week. So
if you have the time and interest you can be of value to
your fellow man and help
alleviate malnutrition. If
you decide to join us, fill out
the following information
and leave it with S-140.
The class of 1973, School
of Medicine would like to
take this opportunity to
thank all who gave of their
time and/or money to help
make the food supplement
program a reality.

..

.

I would like to help in the food supplement program.
name:
address:

,

phone:
D I have no preference as to community.
□ I would like to work in
Additional information which might be helpful:

,

psychology of
drug dependence

"Psychology of Drug Dependence" is the title of the first lecture scheduled for Wednesday,
April 15 at 8 p.m.

in

Room

HSW 300. The lecturer is Dr.
A series of evening lectures Alan Matzger of the Haightsponsored by the Drug Infor- Ashbury Medical
Clinic who
mation Committee is slated for also is a clinical instructor
on
this Spring Quarter, and everycampus with the Department ol
one is welcome. The men who Surgery. He devotes much of
will present them are more than his time to the Haight Clinic
qualified and are as interesting where he is most versatile: an
as the subject matter which is administrator, physician and
sure to entice.
social worker.
*«•
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The San Francisco Department of Public Health has
authorized the issuing of 250
food supplement prescriptions for the first month.
More prescriptions

will be

written as the number of certified recipients increases. j|
Chinatown, Telegraph Hill§
Neighborhood Assn., South I
Park Community (enter, I
Potrero Hill, the Mission Dis-p
trict, Hunter's Point/Bay I
view, Haight-Ashbury and I
the Western Addition are §
all organizing to implement j|
the food supplement program §
in their respective communis
ties.
Some of the communities =
want the food supplement
program to serve as the impetus t establish well baby/
pediatric care clinics. Teams
of first and second year medical students are being organized to work with the
communities in screening
and certifying recipients.
It is the hope of the communities involved that the
food supplement program
will not become another
"welfare-tupe"
project.
Families having to wait long
hours in line in order to have
a box of food shoved at them
is not the answer to malnutrition in San Francisco. If
the food supplement program is to succeed as a meaningful project, the recipients
must be educated on how to
utilize the food. Evaporated
milk, dehydrated potatoes,
are not
powdered eggs
to
cook
easy commodities
with.

WiTH £wTtf PEITB
COMPREHENSION f
| STUPY FASTCT, MORE £PFECTI\/EIY
| REAt> 3 TO 10 TIMES FASTER

| IMPROVE CONCENTRATION

■
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Moreover, it is hoped that
the families will gain a work-
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may fair
Arts Festival
To Benefit Campus Educational Opportunity Program

May 18-29 — Millberry Union

Arts and Crafts Donations (any media) NEEDED Call Barbara
Squires, Millberry Union Program Department (666-2019 or
2541), to donate art (paintings, ceramics, jewelry, leathercraft,
hand-made ties, candles). Donations also needed for May Fair

Bake Sale.

act reaction
By David Warnock
The two latest additions to the ACT repertory compliment
each other in a thematic sort of way. Both Pirandello's "Six
Characters In Search Of An Author" and Sophocles' "Oedipus Rex" are concerned with the reality that surrounds man
and controls him. In "Six Characters," a cast from an unfinished play appears demanding a conclusion to the dilemma which their author had developed but never resolved.
Pirandello examines their reality-frame and contrasts it
with that of characters in life. The former go on and on meeting the same fate every time the play is done, thus preserving
an absolute reality. On the other hand, you and I live from
day to day in a relative reality that continually changes and
is important only at that instant. As an example, try to remember what you were doing exactly 10 years ago.
You cannot, but that does not make those experiences any
less real at the time you were living them. Pirandello manages this with a fascinating cinematic effect. He takes bits of
time and explodes them, runs them over and at slow motion,
and examines them from different angles. All this while a
"director" is on stage trying to distill out the essence; "trying to get something down," trying to develop a play from the
snatches of time that the six characters have presented to

John Garberplays Chief Bromden.

The White Man's Combine has ta

him.

"Odeipus Rex" remains an amazing piece of literature ever
ago. ACT's production is
staged as a ceremony without intermission and lasts only an
hour and a half. William Ball directs, and, as I understand,
has used several translations to come up with the final script.
It is a spectacular ritual that reaches out and grabs you. You
see all too clearly the blindness, pride add obstinacy of Oedipus; you also watch as his absolute reality tracks him down
and repays him for is chutzpa. This is where the similarity
with Pirandello is strongest, both plays examine the sort of
reality that surrounds man' and sweeps him along without
escape.
These are two meaty plays that demand your attention. A
fourth year surgical resident remarked that he would have
rather gone to a baseball game on his night off than see "Six
Characters." This is certainly a fair criticism if baseball is
your thing.
Both plays have a few rough spots to iron out. The rehearsal members of "Six Characters" try too hard and over-react
in an annoying manner. The six characters who came and
took over the rehearsal are splendid. William Paterson and
Fanny Lubritsky are especially fine.
"Odeipus Rex" presented a somewhat uneven opening. The
chorus was initially disjointed, but once it came together it
was very exciting. Ball has done some fascinating things with
the volume and movements of the chorus, giving it a very rich
texture. Paul Shenar was very good eventually, but initially
he was woodened and really weakened the development of
the character of Oedipus. Ray Reinhardt, Ken Ruta, and
Ellis Rabb were outstanding, and really made the most out of
the poetry in their parts. Carol Mayo Jenkins played locaste, and
somewhatleftmecold—ljustcouldn'tseemyselfkillingmyfatner
for her.
/
Ticketinformationcanbeobtainedbycalling673-6440.Therush
since it was written 2400 years

ticketsareworkingwellandtherehavebeenplentyofseatsavallable
formostperformances.GeorgeßernardShaw's"St.Joan"andalso
"Hair" will have opened by the time this column appears.

entertainment in the city
An "open air" talent show and picnic, sponsored by the
Bayview-Hunters Point Youth Component Division, will take
place on Saturday, April 18, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The show will be held in the picnic area of the Matthew
Johnson Swimming Pool and playground, located at 3rd and
Carroll Streets in the Bayview Area.

*

*

*

An evening of "environmental theatre," written and performed by Hammond Gutherie and Alan 'Epman, will be presented on Monday, April 13 at 8 p.m. at Intersection, 756
Union Street. Admission is by $1 donation.

"one flew over
the cuckoo'snest"
opens
by Kathy Bramwell
This week marks the opening of Dale Wasserman's play
based on the best selling novel
by Ken Kesey "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest".
Reviews start at the Little
Fox Theatre Wednesday night.
The play's producer Rudi
Golyn said that this production should be seen because it
is completely different from
"Geese" and "Oh Calcutta".
"This production puts more of
the book on to the stage,"
Golyn said.
Total environment
"Since there are seventeen
people in the cast we had to
build onto the stage. It is built
out to the audience. In fact we
had to remove fourteen seats.
In this way we are hoping for
total environment. The play's
director, Lee Sankowich, sat
in every seat to make sure
that everyone in the theatre
will be able to see. The furnishings are from the old Fox
Theatre. It would be nice if we
could get more of a feeling of
a mental hospital, he said.
"The play had been written
for Broadway with Kirk Doug-

las playing the part of McMurphy. He now owns the
movie rights to the play and is
planning to make the film
with Joseph E. Levine," Sankowich said.
He continued, "There were
parts in the book that we
thought would be better in the
play. On the literal level this
is a very exciting show and
there is so much more to
comprehend than in earlier
productions of this play. It
was on Broadway in 1963.
Actors visit Napa
"Now people have caught up
to where Kesey was then. To
prepare for the play we took
the actors to Napa State Hospital.
"The main difference between
the book and the play is the
shift of emphasis. The Indian is
now the predominate character.
McMurphy was an active protaginist, which was lost in the
earlier productions and now it
has been put back in this one."
"It will be more relevant today because of the Indian problem. We also put in the suicide
scene which had been taken out

5
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LECTURES
"THIRD WORLD STUDIES: UNIVERSITY OF PACIFIC INDIA STUDIES"
Lecture-discussion by three students and Dr. Douglas Moore of University of Pacific, Stockton

April 1:
April 8:

"EDUCATION FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN IN SAN FRANCISCO"
Lois Price. Vice-Chairman. Park South Advisory Council, S.F.
April 15: "RHYTHMS OF SCIENCE EAST AND WEST"
Gobindbehari Lai, Pulitzer Prize Science Writer
April 29:

"OBSERVA TIONS ON NON-VIOLENCE"
Carleton Goodlett, M.D.. Editor, Sun Reporter. San Francisco
"ETHICAL PROBLEMS IN EUTHANASIA"
Professor Otto E. Guttentag, M.D.. U.C. San Francisco
"SCIENCE FICTION PERSPECTIVES ON MEDICAL ADVANCES"
Dr. Berkeley Driessel, Stanford University
"THE IMPLICATIONS OF ACADEMIC NEUTRALITY"
Dr. Philip Rhinelander. Professor of Humanities, Stanford University
"THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS"
Dr. Charles Schwartz. Professor of Physics. U.C. Berkeley
"THE ART OF GLASSBLOWING"
Illustrated lecture by Dr. Robert Fritz, Professor of Art. San Jose State College

May 6:
May 13:
May

20:

May 27:

June 3:

Ail lectures at noon in the Millberry Lounge.

PERFORMING ARTS

■

...'■■"

April 3: Jean Giraudaux "THE APOLLO OF BELLAC" performed by Stanford University Drama Group

.

M.U. Gym

April 10: "BLACK POETRY READING" By Mr. Christopher Brooks, Actor
t
April 17: "BERKELEY IMPROVISATIONAL ENSEMBLE" Contemporary Music

ken much from him

M.U. Lounge
".■ ,*■•'.'.''■'

M.U. Lounge

April 24: Lope dc Vega "OLIVE PITS" Performed by S.F. Mime Troupe
May 1:

May 8:

Slawomir Mrozek

POETRY READING

M.U. Gym

"OUT AT SEA" Performed by Playhouse Repertory Theatre, S.F.
ByDr. Nanos

M.U. Gym

Valorites. Professor of Creative Writing. San Francisco State College
M.U. Lounge

May 15: MODERN DANCE PERFORMANCE By Mills College Dance Group: Director. Eleanor Lauer

M.U. Gym

May 22: Scenes from Shakespeare's "MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM" Performed by the New Shakespeare Interracial Company. S.F.
M.U. Lounge

Wednestday

May 29: MILLBERRY SINGERS. SPRING CONCERT, U.C.San Francisco. Director: Mr. Gilbert Russak

M.U. Lounge

All programs at noon

HUMANITIES FILM SERIES

for Broadway," Sankowich
said.
Rap with audience

Golyn continued, "A rap
session has also been requested with the actors after the
play. We want to involve the
audience. Even the actors are
so involved in the play that
they talk about it even when
we are not rehearsing. The
fellow who plays McMurphy
even hitched to Oregon to
meet Kesey and he rapped
with him for three days.

"The Indian's head trips
will also be projected. We are
working for total honesty and
I believe with all the ingredients we'll be honest. Frank
Weber owns the theater and
will be serving organic foods
at the concession.
"We've done everything we

could to make it a good play."

The play begins this week
and tickets can be purchased
at the theatre or by calling for
reservations. There are also
special student discounts.

April 2:

PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST
FIVE BRITISH SCULPTORS WORK AND TALK
FREDERICK DOUGLASS
SUMMERHILL'
THE VISION OF WILLIAM BLAKE
GWENDOL YN BROOKS"
TAGORE
HERMAN MEL VILLE'S MOBY DICK'
LES BALLETS AFRICA INS
SUBBULAKSHMI AT THE UNITED NATIONS'
ROBERT FROST
June 18: PABLO CASALS
June 25: ARETHA FRANKLIN, SOUL SINGER
April 9:
April 16:
April 23:
April 30:
May 7:
May 14:
May 21:
May 28:
June 4:
June 11:

All films, except as below, at Noon in the Medical Sciences Auditorium,
'these films in the Millberry Union Lounge, also at noon.

DOCUMENTARY FILMS
April 13:
April 20:
April 27:
May 4:
May 11:
May 18:
May 25:
June 1:
June 8:

(MISCELLANY)

NA NOOK OF THE NORTH

THURSDAY'S CHILDREN
MC LAREN AN IMA TED SHORTS
WOMEN UP IN ARMS
WINDOW ON CANADA -AN INTERVIEW WITH NORMAN MC LAREN
THE COMPULSIVE CAR THIEF
OF SPORT AND MEN

am,

JUDOKA
FILMS FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

All films are to be shown at noon in the Medical Sciences Auditorium.

ARTEXHIBITS
April 3

- May I:

May 4-May 17:
March 30- May 1:

FIVE BRAZILIAN CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
E.O.P. ART AUCTION
POTTERY EXHIBIT: A/dura Browning and Patricia Clarke

For suggestions for future programs in Humanities and Performing Arts please write Or. C.S. Wallia, Program
Director, Committee for Arts and Lectures. University of California, San Francisco.
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by Kenneth H. Fye, MD
For almost half a generation a vanguard of American
biologists has been trying to
warn their opulent culture of
impending ecologie disaster.
Until recently their cries have
been lost in the storm of
progress and a rising gross
national product. Within the
the past few years a series of
incidents Lake Erie, Santa
Barbara, and the wreck of the
Torrey Pine, to mention a few
have emphasized the magnitude of the problem.
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CALJET CHARTERS

EUROPE 1970

RESTRICTED TO STUDENTSFACULTY EMPLOYEES AND STAFF
ANDTHEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES OF UC
NO MEMBERSHIP OR REGISTRATION FEES REQUIRED
"Don't be misled by lower prices Fly with our reliable charter group. Investigate first.
Don't be cancelled out at the last mlnuta."
ALL PLIGHTS VIA TRANS INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYS OR SATURN AIRWAYS DCS
SUPER JETS WITH COMPLIMENTARY MEALS AND BEVERAGES.
Flights Availableas of Jen. 1. 1970
SUMMER FLIGHTS
No. 532- LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM (Roundtrip)
$299
JUNE 1.1 AUGUST 29
No. 533 OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM (Round trip)
$289
JUNE 14-SEPTEMBER 6
No. 534 LOS ANGELES/LONDON (Round trip)
$289
JUNE 15 -SEPTEMBER
No. 4000-OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM (Roundtrip)
$289
JUNE 16 SEPTEMBER 7
No. 535 OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM (Round trip)
1299
1 JUNE 7 SEPTEMBER 19
No. 536 NEW YORK/LONDON (Round trip)
$199
JUNE 19-SEPTEMBER 9
No. 537 LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM (Round trp)
$299
JUNE 10 SEPTEMBER 2
No. 4001 -OAKLAND/LONDON/AMSTERDAM/OAKLAND
$299
JUNE 19-SEPTEMBER 21
No. 4005-OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM (Roundtrip)
$299
JULY 2-AUGUST 10
No. 541 OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM(Round trip)
$299
JULY 4-AUGUST 15
No. 539 OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM (Round trip)
$299
JUNE 24-AUGUST 24
No. 4003 OAKLAND/LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM (Round trip)
$299
JULY 29-AUGUST 27
No. 4004 ONE WAY OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM
SIM
JUNE 23
WHIIE:
ORPHONE:
CAL JETCHARTERS
(415)922-1434
2150 GREEN STREET
(after* andweakends)
San Franclaco, Calll. 94123
CHARTERS TO JAPAN,AUSTRALIA, AFRICA ALSO AVAILABLE
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SPECIAL!! Inter

Europe

Student Charter Flights

In eon|unetlon with Cal-Jet Fllghta Hated above at fantastically reduced rataa. Student charters lr> India, Tunlala (North Attica), East
Africa. Turkey, Greece. Russia. Malta, lareel (Tel Aviv) also available

at reduced rates
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Ecology has suddenly become a popular topic of conversation and rhetoric. Terms
like "eco-system", or "biodegradeable", or "re-cycle"
have become commonplace to
housewife and politician alike.
rhetoric,
Unfortunately,
though much better than silence, doesn't get much done.
Environmental rhetoric
does, indeed, have a role - in
education, in publicity. At
least it can be an effective
means of shocking the public
into the realization that ecologic disaster is disastrous
enougn to worry about. However, in 1970 "talk" is simply
not enough. The problems of
environmental pollution already make "good press" and
even the touchy subject of
population control as opposed to family planning has
become an acceptable topic
c
or general public exposure.
That the disaster is disastrous
enough is obvious to any San
Franciscan who takes a deep
breath on a warm and windless day.
How many hours do we
concerned citizens spend deploring our ecologic plight to
fellow
concerned
our
citizens? How many of us,
actually do anything about the
gross stupidity that constantly
surrounds us? Eventually one
must decide either to do
something or to shut up.
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orchestra
in residence

Perhaps you have been wonderI ing
about that fine chamber
1 orchestra that performed last

I March 13 in the Millberry Union Lounge. Where did it come
j from? Who are the musicians?
f How much were they paid?
1
J Well, it probably hasn't kept
I
you awake nights or caused
| peptic ulcers, but you might
i
| like to know that the group is a
resident at the Medical Center.
I It is the UC Medical Center
I Chamber Orchestra, and is
composed entirely of students,
II staff, and other personnel. The
1 members are all amateurs with
f the exception of the director,
i Robert
Grant, who is a cellist
with the San Francisco Sym| phony and is on the staff of the
I San Francisco Conservatory of
Music.
I Perhaps you thought that
those strains of music you

We in the medical community have many responsibilities. First, as physicians we
do present to the general public a certain expertise (either
real or imagined) in certain
aspects of environmental control. We could be expected to
play a more active role in
promoting birth control, in
changing archaic abortion
laws, and in evaluating the
medical and psychiatric implications of a pollution-oriented,
over-crowded life style. Second, we should look to our own
refuse. Medical institutions
generate a tremendous
amount of garbage. How
many empty IV bottles have
been used as bay fill? How
many pine trees does it take
to produce the amount of paper used during a single week
at the three hospitals in the
U.C. system?
Thirdly, as private citizens
we have contributed as
shamelessly as the rest of our
society to the ravage of our
natural resources. How many
of us take the trouble to seek
out the liquor stores that deal
in returnable beer bottles?
How many of us have complained to "Park & Shop" that
they don't carry more returnable containers? How many of
us are saving our aluminum
for the new Reynolds recla-

mation plant to be completed
in October? How many of us
would be willing to shop with
re-useable cloth sacks instead
of paper bags?
Ask your patients if they've
read Paul Ehrlich's "THE
POPULATION BOMB". Drive
out to 43rd Aye. to get
Hamm's in returnable bottles.
Simple things? Not on your
life, Brother! You'll find that
many of your patients won't
listen, and after a long night
on call you'll find yourself
buying beer in cans or no-deposit-no-return bottles because Cala's is closer to
home. And your own wife will
refuse to separate her garheard in the vicinity of the library were coming from Muzak. (No offense intended to
Muzak). A natural mistake, but
that music comes from the orchestra rehearsals. They rehearse every Thursday night at
8:00 p.m. in the Med. Science
Auditorium, and new players
are always welcome.
Many people at the Medical
Center play or have played
musical instruments and would
like to play again. It doesn't
matter if you aren't a virtuoso
or haven't played for a while.
The orchestra is filled with
people just like you. Making
music is a tremendous way to
let off steam, and the rehearsals
are an opportunity to do so.
They are always very relaxed
and informal. There will be
another performance this quarter and more players are needed:
especially string players. So
join soon, and you too can
compete with Muzak.
Doug Hubbard Pharm. I

—

bage, let alone shop without
paper bags. People simply
haven't taken enough breath's
on windless days. We still value the convenience of a bag
more than the beauty of virgin
timber.
The personal sacrifice involved in even a few of these
simple measures requires an
insight into the problem that
few of us concerned citizens
really have. The National
Ecology Action Day is designed to arouse this sense of
awareness and personal sacrifice. The program at U.C.will coincide with similar programs on other university
campuses throughout the nation. The day's activities will
center on a series of talks given by a group of men who, by
their actions, have distinguished themselves in the
fight for ecologic reason.
George Trickel of S.F. State,
Gerald Fox of U.C. Berkeley,
Harold Gilliam of the S.F.
Chronicle and Sterling Bunnell,
M.D. are among the group of
speakers scheduled throughout
the day. Entertainment and
ecology action demonstrations
are planned for the afternoon.

We encourage everyone to,
part of the program. To those of you who feel
that population growth and
"progress" are essential and
admirable things we issue a
challenge to hear us out and to
present your rebuttal to our
statements. For those who
SEE the problem but don't
FEEL it, the program may be
the stimulus needed to institute some concrete action.
And even if you are already
active in ecology control the
National Ecology Action Day
program should be considered
an essential part of your continuing education, since the
more you know about the
problem, the more effective
you'll be in the struggle for a
livable environment.

attend at least

financial aid
REMINDER: The Financial
Aid Office will sponsor its second coffee hour Tuesday, April
14, from 5-6 p.m. in the Madrone Room, Millberry Union.
Additional discussion of the
criteria used for awarding
grants versus loans will be an
important agenda item. Also,
students are urged to bring up
any questions or topics of concern.
All interested students are invited to participate.

Japanese
language class
Conversational Japanese language classes are available
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the U.C.
Med. Center. For further information call Ted at 346-4066.

April 13, 1970
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Svnaose

Fri., April 17: "LA RONDE", directed by Max Ophuls, starring Simone
Signoret.
An elaborate satire on sexual behavior set in half-lit, turn-of-the-century
Viennese interiors. A panoramic display of illicit love in old Vienna, it comments definitively on the futility of transitory relationships, wherein the deceivers are always dedeived. With great subtlety, Ophuls presents his amused
view of the rituals of love and lovemaking in ten timeless sketches full of
humor and tenderness.
7:30 p.m., Medical Sciences Auditorium
50* Students
75* General.
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hiking club
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We are planning a fun trip to Apt. or house needed In married
from law
Angel Island on 18th April, couple graduating
June 15 lo late August
school
—
Saturday. Children are wel— while studying lor Bar exams.
come to this trip. Sign up in Prefer
to care lor property or
Millberry Union Central Desk. pets in exchange lor housing —
We will be going all over the or could pay moderate rent. J.M.
island (about 8 miles) Those Morris. 365 Saratoga Aye.. Apt.
with children can stay on the 2. Santa.Clara. 95050.
beach. Come to Millberry Un*�
ion at 8:30 a.m. Last minute
Attention all students receivjoiners, come and take 10 a.m.
ing financial aid. Please pick up ferry boat from Fisherman's Wish to rent furnished 4-hedall checks before April 16th. Wharf. For information call room house in good elementary
San
Checks will have to be canDurai Krishnan at 664-1737 school area in or around 1971.
Francisco July. 1970-June.
celled after that date.
or 666-2551.

financial aid

*

asuc

on
community health
needs help
commission
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16 1'OS. "LIQUOR SPECIALISTS SINCE 1 934
WINES •
LIQUORS • TOBACCOS

*

MAN WANTED to sit on
high court. Position offers
short hours, ample vacations,
and lifelong security. Legal experience preferred but no required. All interested parties
should immediately send resumes to 1600 Pennsylvania
Aye. Wash., D.C.

etc.
4. Seek draftexemption as one of our work
ing missionaries. We will tell you how.
Enclose a free will donation for the Minister's
credentials and license. We also issue Doctor of
Divinity Degrees. We are State Chartered and your
ordination is recognized in all 50 states and most
foreign countries. FREE LIFE CHURCHBOX 4039, HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33023.

iTilll'l'lS

Sam Morris

��

j

1900-19th Avenue

f»—.,.—

Ordained Minister
We are a non-structured faith, undenominational,
with no traditional doctrine or dogma. Our fast
growing church is actively seeking new ministers
who believe what we believe; All menare entitled
to their own convictions, To seek truth their own
way, whatever it may be, no questions asked. Asa
minister of the church, you may:
1. Start your own church and apply for exemption from property and other taxes.
2. Perform marriages, baptism, funerals and
all other ministerial functions.
3. Enjoy reduced rates from some modes o(
transportation, some theaters, stores, hotels,

STAN CARLSEN
vw

i

We Want You To Join Our Church
As An

And Have The Rank Of

THINK

by Cheryl Ahern

students by facilitating their
"exposure" and involvement in
The ASUC Commission on health issues in the community
Community Health Needs outside the medical center.
help Volunteers are needed to
serve on committees to help The functions the commission
with the development and im- is to carry out include: 1) The
plementation of communitydevelopment of a financial rebased student service projects. source for the support of stuThe commission serves an dent community health projects
important role here on campus which have been unable to find
because it is a beginning con- funds or support from other
tact between students and sources. 2) Development, regucommunity people. It is a be- lation, and evaluation of stuginning effort for students from dent
health
community
all disciplines and schools to projects. 3) The development of
work together
to break down educational forums on comthe communication -barriers munity health issues on a cambetween students from various pus-wide basis. 4) Communicaschools here. It is an effort to tion and public relations (a)
open some new doors, albeit yet between students of all the
a small effort at a large task.
schools and various other deThe goals of the Commission partments on the medical cenare to: I) Serve as a liaison ter and the "community" outbetween students from all side, in regards to the communschools on the medical center ity service activities. 5) The
campus and the "community" compilation of community
outside by (a) facilitating the "contacts" which could be used
development of communityby students in (a) initiating
based projects which will em- community projects, (b) workphasize and encourage the de- ing in positions in the communvelopment of the interdiscipli- ity on extra-curricular time,
nary programs and educational and (c) clinical placements durexperiences on the medical cen- ing their education process (i.e.
ter campus, and (b) facilitating graduate nursing students in
the development of community- basic clinical experiences, or
based projects which will more electives for medical students.)
fully involve "community" 6) The compilation of a list of
people in the activities of the the financial resources available
medical center, and perhaps to support individual students
improve some of the services who would like to work on indiavailable to them through med- vidual community health
ical center programs and serv- projects during the summer or
ices. 2) Encourage, support, for periods during the school
and facilitate the activities of year.
If the commission is to
students involved in the development and coordination of achieve these purposes, then
student-initiated and-or stu- many more people must bedent-directed, community- come involved in its activities
based projects and activities, by If you are interested, please
serving as a source of informa- call Cheryl Ahem or Rachel at
tion on community resources extension 2010 and leave your
and project planning methods name, phone number, and adfor students. 3) Further educate dress.

THINK]

or will exchange my house in
Lexington. Mass, (walking distance to Center and excellent
schools. 2(j-min. commute to
Cambridge or Boston) for similar house in ST. area. Reply:
B.L. Fanning. M.D.. 20 Sherburne Kd.. Lexington. Mass.
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getting to know the regents
Over the course of the next
several weeks members of our
ASUC Commission will be publishing brief articles in the SYNAPSE in an attempt to acquaint
our campus community with individual members of the University
of California Board of Regents.
This article will be the first in
that series.

Edward Carter
A Regent for almost 19
years, and resident of Los
Angeles, Edward Carter has a
reputation for keen economic
insight and smart investment
management. He is a graduate of UCLA and Harvard
Business School and is the
President of Broadway-Hale
Stores, Inc. In addition to increasing Broadway-Hales
annual sales by over 2000 percent in his 28 years as president, he also sits on the
boards of American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. Del Monte
Corporation, Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance, Southern California Edison Company, United California Bank and Western Bank Corporation. His
other educational affiliations
are numerous.

He is a Trustee of the
Brooking Institute, the Committee for Economic Development and Occidental College,
a director of the Council for
Financial Aid to Education
and the Stanford Research
Institute, and a member of the
advisory committees at Harvard Business School, UCLA
Business School and Stanford
Business School. Also, he is
Chairman of the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art and
i director of Opera Associationsl
in both San Francisco and Los
Angeles, in addition to associations with two charitable
organizations, the James Irvine Foundation and the Santa
Anita Foundation. In his spare
time he collects 17th Century
Dutch paintings.
With this vast background
in business affairs his prime
interest in the University has
been reflected by his position
on the Regent's investment
committee. He favors a conservative investment program, but last year supported
the move by the Regents to
purchase stocks of smaller

Robert Vestal, Chairman ASUC Commission on Academic Senate & Regental Affairs

both state and national levels,
and likes to encourage young
people, as well as his contemporaries to increase the rate
of social change. A staunch
supporter of student interests,
he expressed the view last
June that "The good faith of
the young people is being
ty.
answered
with hypocrisy, the
University
The
has widevery vice which so many of
spread, diversified, and sizeable investments including the present young so object to
Broadway-Hale, Pacific Tel & about the older society." Nevertheless, he opposes acts of
Tele, Southern California Edison, and Western Bank Corp. violence and stridency by any
totalling approximately 12 group and believes legitimate
million dollars. However, channels should be used to
change the University.
Regent Carter has denied perA Regent since 1962, Dutton
interest,
statsonal conflict of
has
been a vigorous opponent
part
never
takes
in
ing that he
discussions or votes involving of University fee increases.
stock or land in which he has He prefers to put the burden
of student support on areas of
an interest.
society that benefit the most,
rather than across-the-board
Frederick Dutton
increases. In his view, state
"In the long run of history support is the prime requisite
flowers are always going to for a leading public universiwin against fences and stu- ty.
dents are always going to win
Mr. Dutton is 46and lives
over old men!" So said Re- in Sausalito. He graduated
gent Fred Dutton last year with honors from the Univerduring the Berkeley People's sity of California, Berkeley,
Park controversy. He is a vet- and received his Bachelor of
eran political strategist on Law degree from Stanford

companies with greater
growth potential and greater
risk, in order to increase the
yield of investment. However,
he opposes a rapid change in
investment philosophy to
avoid discouraging private
beneficiaries of the Universi-

University. He is a

the Bar of the State of California and the U.S. Supreme
Court. He practiced law in Los
Angeles from 1952 to 1957,
when he became Chief Assistant Attorney General of California. Dutton's political involvement began in 1958 when
he managed Governor Edmund G. Brown's initial campaign, going on to serve as the
i Governor's executive secretary in 1959and 1960.
In 1961 he went to Washington to serve President Kennedy as secretary to the cabinet
and Special Assistant to the
President for Inter governments and Interdepartmental
relations. From 1942 to 1946 he
was Assistant Secretary of
State for Congressional Relations. In 1964 he was director
of research and planning for the
Presidential campaign, but returned to private law practice
that same year after breaking
with President Johnson on the
Vietnam plank of the conventional platform. In 1968 he returned to politics as director of
the Robert Kennedy campaign.
He is now Executive Director
of the Robert F. Kennedy
Memorial Foundation

father charles carroll
EDMUND D. PELLEGRINO is a short, unassuming, softspoken man who is as much at home in the world as ideas as
in the world of science. A physician and at present vice-president and dean of the School of Medicine of the State University of New York at Stony Brook, Long Island, he writes in
the polysyllabic language ofthe scholar.
Surely, some of his critics might well ask why he is not
more forceful in his rhetoric. In a world in which some counsel others to "grab 'em by the seat of their pants because they
won't listen to you any other way" and in an age when the
frequent use of the four letter words merely underscores our
poverty of thought and vocabulary, Pellegrino comes on in a
very quiet way — that may appear a whisper to some but to
those who have ears to hear and hear has the deafening roar
of a cannon.
Recently, an address which he gave at the Chateau dc Bossey in Celigny Switzerland in the summer of 1968 was published in the United States. Distributed under the auspices of
the World Council of Churches, the address is as relevant
today as it was then. It breathes a sense of history, yet it is as
immediate as tomorrow. A Catholic layman, speaking to an
assembly of Catholic, Protestant, Eastern Orthodox and Jewish clergy and laymen. Pellegrino talked to them on what at
first glance might appear a very prosaic topic — "The Necessity, Promise and Dangers of Human Experimentation."
Already, in the beginning, there was some indication of
what was to come.
"CHARACTERISTICALLY," he remarked, "the enthusiasm for innovation far outstrips the conscious decisionmaking essential to the humanization of technological advances. Society is inevitably forced to a more conscious choice
between what can be done and what should be done. It is
also required to re-examine the dominant assumption that
human happiness will be had if only we apply more technical
knowledge to human problems." p. 31)
Then as the pattern of his thought becomes clearer, he
declares quite simply. "There are certain values essential to
the moral health of the individual and of society which cannot
be sacrificed without peril — the right of privacy and dignity, of informed consent, offreedom to participate in any experiment, of veracity on the part of the investigator and of
justice which guarantees redress and compensation to the
subject of an ill-advised or immoral experiment. The Nazi
example of unprincipled experimentation on humans in the
name of science or the state is still fresh in our minds and
stands forever as the extreme denial of those personal rights
we must guard at all cost. A more absolute repudiation of the
physician's role as helper cannot be imagined." (p. 36-37)
STILL LATER -in several pungent sentences —he
states his creed: "Man can legitimately be a means to helping
other men, but not a means to the mere advancement of
science"; (p. 42) ".
there is some basis for the fear of some
humanists that scientific investigations in humans may constitute the most acute form of human 'Hubris' " (p. 43); "I am
of the opinion that a more specific and objectively stated
definition of death is necessary for moral and legal purposes.
A definition is needed which can receive social sanction and
which can be used to define the boundaries of invasion of the
right to life which society will permit. More importantly, it
is an absolute requisite if certain types of experimentation
and new forms of therapy are to be made morally tolerable."
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For me, however, the most disturbing comments came with
two of his later statements and the challenge inherent in
them.
THE FIRST COMMENT: "Granting the limitations of our
scientific knowledge of genetic engineering, we already have
potent methods of altering the number and distribution of
The reproductive process is being brought
humans
under explicit control so that the right to procreate might be
limited to those with the most favorable confluence of genes.
To ensure the emergence of this 'genetic aristocracy', the reproductive function might even be separated from marriage
and the family. The more effective these methods become the
more urgent will be the pressures to apply them." (p. 48-49)
The second comment: "The control of human behavior by
psychologic, pharmacologic and electronic means constitutes
Such potent
the penultimate threat to human freedom
dangerous
for
and
evil
are
more
good
perhaps
instruments
than an atomic bomb. Annihilation might be preferable to
certain kinds of manipulation which could divest man of the
things which make him human, and uniquely a person." (p.

....

....

49)

Then comes the challenge: "Medicine must enter into
continuing and respectful conversations with the social and
humane disciplines — law, theology, philosophy, political
science": "... it is clear that answers to the new questions
posed in medical ethics must be based in a renewed inquiry
into the metaphysics and ontology of man. This is the central
problem of modern philosophy. We cannot hope for a final
'definition' of man, but we can expect a continuing refurbishment of what we think he is and what his destiny should be";
"The physician's acts grow finally out of his personal conception of what he thinks man is and society should be. Medical
education, at least in the United States, is largely technical,
pragmatic and geared to the development of competence
all essential and ethically defensible goals. But, they are
not sufficient to meet the ethical questions physicians face
even today, to say nothing of tomorrow's problems." (p. 50-51)
WHEN PELLEGRINO talks of instruments for good and
evil that are perhaps more dangerous than an atomic bomb,
I am reminded of a college classmate whom I met on his return from the European theatre of Operations in 1945 at
Fort Dix, New .Jersey. A brilliant mind, he had risen in the
army from private first class to a major on General Simpson's
staff in four short years. When I asked him his plans, he
answered, "Japan." When I reminded him that the atomic
bomb had changed all that and predicted that Japan would
sue for peace in a few days, he said, "Charlie, that's just another weapon."
Otto Hahn, Max Planck, Albert Einstein and J. Robert
Oppenheimer would not have agreed. Indeed, they spent
many hours pondering their "invention." Would it be presumptuous to ask if the life sciences have reckoned with the
possibility of a similar fate? Or discussed the proper use of
the enormous power that now lies in their hands? Surely,
they could change the face of man and the earth forever.

—

NEXT WEEK: THE DRUMMER CALLS THE SHOTS.

